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UH-Tex™  

UH-Web™  

THE ULFHEDNAR’s 
 

"The Ulfhednar’s (pronounced Ulf-heth-nar) were a group of Viking warriors. They wore wolf skin, 
and their own skin was black-died. Like the Berserkers, they preformed chants and ritual prior to 
battle to get in a "Berserker Rage”. Through adrenaline they became much stronger and faster,  
became immune to pain, and bled less."   
 

- Snorre Sturlason "Ynglinga Saga" 
 

 
ABOUT US 
Ulfhednar AS is a Norwegian family owned company situated in the middle of the wolf land. We are  
developing equipment, clothing and weapons parts for LE, military, hunting, long range and shooting 
sports in general. Our harsh Arctic climate makes us set extremely strict requirements for the materials 
used in our products. The same goes to our subcontractors. ULFHEDNAR® is a registered brand. 
 

Hunting, outdoor activities and shooting sports stands strong among the Norwegians. Our users         
requires high quality equipment and good workability. Cold winters, wet falls and hot summers require 
a special set of equipment. Ulfhednar is just that! 
 

 
* We use 1000D Cordura® special made according to our spec with water repelent  
   surface on the outside and water resistant waxing on the inside. 
 

* This is our own developed 600D water repelent material, developed by Ulfhednar 
for the ultimate performance under all conditions. Tested in real life for many years. 

 

* We use YKK® zippers on abslutely all of our products, because it’s the best! 
 

* Our famous thick, soft, non elastic and extremly strong web. This is designed by us 
and used on all our products. 

 

* All buckles, loops, cords and elastics are according to Mil spec and come from the  
   renowned suplier Gerald Schwartz Inc. 
 

 



Guncovers, mats and bags 
Our bags, mats and covers are build to last only using the best  
materials! We have a 0% target regarding warranty issues. We want 
noone to be stuck far away in the woods, mountain or field because 
our product broke down. Extreme quality requirement combined 
with innovative solutions makes Ulfhednar a true winner!  
 

Our ”- FIELD -” line is our collection of affordable guncovers,  

mats and bags made according to the same requirements. 
 

 
Rangebag ”Field” 
Full Rangebag for both rifle (Large) and pistol (Small). Pockets on all 
sides and big pocket turns into a maintanance mat/table with soft 
surface. Large rangebag have a inside bag for easy access, a empty 
shell pouch and a bottleholder. Anatomicly shaped shoulder straps. 
Velcro surface on one of the front pockets. Main zipper is lockable. 
ID-pocket. (YKK®, UH-Tex G.S.I, UH-Web  
 

UH011 Large Rangebag Field (60x40x25 cm, 2000 grams) 

UH013 Small Rangebag Field (40x30x20 cm, 1100 grams) 
 
 

Guncover AR ”Field” 
Guncovers for all uses, in all shapes and sizes. All with fully adjustab-
le back-pack straps. Big outside pockets. High carrying strength! 
Main zipper is lockable. ID-pocket. (YKK®, UH-Tex G.S.I, UH-Web  
 

UH035 Double AR Guncover Field (110x30x12 cm, 2550 grams) 

UH036 AR Guncover Field (100x30x7 cm, 2000 grams) 

UH037 Short AR Guncover Field (75x30x7 cm, 1600 grams) 

UH038 Double Bow Cover Field (100x50x12 cm, 2550 grams) 

 
 

UH021 Shooting Mat Soft ”Field” (180x75x1 cm, 700 grams) 

Super light weight shooting mat. Soft foam inside. Compact when 
rolled in, Ø15 cm. Grip material on elbow area. Carrying handle.  
(UH-Tex G.S.I, UH-Web  

 

UH032 Guncover ”Field” (120x30x10 cm, 2600 grams) 

Light weight guncover with anatomic shaped back-pack 
straps. High carrying strength. Big outside pockets, a 
own internal tube for cleaning rod, vertical molle for 
strapping on gear. Lockable main zipper. ID pocket. 
(YKK®, UH-Tex G.S.I, UH-Web   
 
 

UH039 Guncover/Mat ”Field”  
(120x30x7 cm, unfolded 180x90 cm, 2950 grams) 

Light weight combined shooting mat and guncover.  
Fully adjustable back-pack straps. High carrying 
strength. Bipod mat included. Thick padding with good 
insulation. Rubber surface on elbow area. Lockable 
main zipper. ID pocket. (YKK®, UH-Tex G.S.I, UH-Web   
 



Guncovers, mats and bags 
UH045 Universal All Weather Cover (110-130 cm, 250 grams) 

Light weight All Weather Cover to protect your rifle when in the 
field. Soft padding and a lot of space. Fits most rifles. Inside front is 
strengthened with heavy cotton canvas to withstand heat from     
silencers etc. (UH-Tex G.S.I) 

 

 
 
 
UH022 Shooting Mat ”Compact” (90x200 cm, 900 grams) 

Simple mat to cover ground and protect shooter and gear against 
mud and water. 1000D rubberized polyester fabric. Comes with a 
12x25 cm pouch for transportation. (G.S.I) 

 
 
UH020 Shooting Mat ”Roller” (75x180 cm, 2000 grams) 

Very good insulation, foam with high denisty for extreme use 
whether it is hot or cold on the ground. Rubber with good grip in el-
bow area. Comes with a bipod mat.  (UH-Tex UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 
UH014 Pistol Pouch (27x18x7 cm, 230 grams) 
Well padded Pistol Pouch. Made in a size so 2 pouches fits perfectly 
into the UH013 Range Bag, pistol.  
 
 
UH048 Barrel Case (75 cm) 

Transportation- or storage case for your spare barrels.  
Good protective padding. Great fit!  (Cordura®, YKK®, UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 
 
 
Guncover/Mat 

Our first product made have gone through a hole series of  
improvements since the first introduction.  Combined guncover and 
shooting mat. Molle web both vertical and horizontal. Back-pack  
fully adjustable carrying straps. High carrying strength. Designed to 
be the most comfortable shooting mat in the market where you feel 
no straps or pockets through the heavy padding. Extreme insulation 
under all conditions.  
 

Comes with a department for cleaning rod, a small space for up to 10 
rounds of ammunition, a pocket for your D.O.P.E and a bipod mat. 
Top-Grip® rubber in elbow area keeps good friction even during  
heavy snow fall. Lockable main zipper. Pocket for ID card. 
(Cordura®, YKK®, UH-Web G.S.I) 
 

UH040 Guncover/Mat (140x30x7 cm. Unfolded 200x90x3 cm, 4500 grams) 

UH041 Guncover/Mat ”ELR” (160x35x7 cm. Unfolded 220x105x3 cm, 5150 grams) 



Guncover w/back-pack straps 

We are proud to say that, hands down, this is one of the best  
guncovers ever made!! Unique carrying system with anatomical  
shaped shoulder straps. Adjustable hip belt secure a comfortable 
carrying experience even on the longest trips with the heaviest load. 
Very high carrying strength. Hip belt has Molle web. 
 

The guncover is heavily padded and provide good protection when 
moving in the field, in storage or under transportation. Big padded 
pockets with smart access. A own department for cleaning rod.    
Vertical molle on the side to connect shooting mat, tripod or similar 
gear. Protective hood on top. Many strong handles for ”dragging”.  
Lockable main zipper. Pocket for ID card. Velcro in front of one of the 
pockets. (Cordura®, YKK®, UH-Web G.S.I) 
 

UH030 Guncover w/back-pack straps (140x30x12 cm, 3550 grams) 

UH031 Guncover w/back-pack straps (120x30x12 cm, 3250 grams) 
 
 
UH010 Range Bag ”Rifle” (60x40x25 cm, 2500 grams) 

Our Rangebag have many great innovations!  Anatomical shaped ad-
justable shoulder strap. Many heavy padded and protected  
pockets and rooms both inside and outside. Molle on top lid to  
connect what you desire. Velcro on one of the front pockets.  
The big outside pocket can be laid flat as a nice maintenance 
platform. Inside there is also a cleaning mat for rifle. Comes with a 
bottle holder and a pouch for empty shells. Lockable main zipper. 
Pocket for ID card. (Cordura®, YKK®, UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 
UH015 100 Liter Duffel Bag (80x40x32 cm, 4400 grams) 

Solid transportation bag with big wheels. Can also be carried with 
the fully adjustable back-pack straps. High carrying strength.  
Many smart rooms inside the lid and a large open department in the      
bottom. Good protective padding. Lockable main zipper. ID pocket.  
(Cordura®, YKK®, UH-Web G.S.I) 





TRIPODS 
Our tripods are made to meet the highest standards, designed to  
carry the heaviest systems during the harshest conditions.  
Tested in practical use in blistering cold winters in Norway and  
under the burning sun in the dessert. Whether you are a hunter,  
sports shooter, a professional user or simply just want a steady  
platform for your spotting scope or camera, you will find a suitable  
tripod in our product range. The UHHD models are build inhouse  
with many new innovations and local made components. 

 

UHBFRST Bifrost Tripod Shelf (bridge) 
Handy shelf for your tripod. Organize your gear at the range. Universal. 
30x30x30 cm. Made with Cordura® and UH-Web  

 

UHHD40 Heavy Duty Tripod with panhead 40 kg 
40 mm 8 layer carbon tubes. Tested with cal .50 rifles and used by  
professional users within military and law enforcement. Comes with a 
flat platform and a 75 mm panhead that moves 360 degrees around 
and 15 degrees up, down and tilt.  Packed in a Ulfhednar Cordura®  
carrying bag. Ice spikes is included. Min height 40 cm, max height 170 
cm, 65x14x14 cm when folded, weighs 3500 grams. 

 

UHHD35 Heavy Duty Tripod with panhead 35 kg 
36 mm 10 layer carbon tubes. Designed for light weight but great 
strength. 3 tubes (2 locks per leg) for faster deployment.  
One detachable leg makes it into a high bipod with a support stick (or 
walking stick). 70 mm pan-head that moves 360 degrees around and 
up to 20 degrees up, down and tilt. Arca adapter incl. Packed in a 
Ulfhednar Cordura® carrying bag. Ice spikes is included. Can be used 
for all shooting positions, also prone. Min height 18 cm, max height 
175 cm, 80x12x12 cm when folded, only 2450 grams. 

 

UHRT85CWBH Tripod with ballhead 20 kg 
Ballhead with Arca adapter and max mobility. One detachable leg    
makes it into a high bipod with a support stick (or a walking stick). 
Packed in a Ulfhednar Cordura® carrying bag. Ice spikes is included.  
Can be used for all shooting positions, also prone. Min height 28 cm, 
max height 170 cm, 60x12x12 cm when folded, weighs 2500 grams. 

 

UHRT55CBH Tripod with ballhead 12 kg 
Ballhead with Arca adapter and max mobility. Super compact. Perfect 
for the active hunter. Packed in a Ulfhednar Cordura® carrying bag.   
Ice spikes is included. Min height 25 cm, max height 160 cm, 45x10x10 
cm when folded, weighs only 1350 grams!! 

 

UHPW70 Tripod Mini with ballhead  
Table tripod. Perfect for chronos, small scope or camera! 400 grams. 
 

UHDLOCK Rifle Clamp for Tripod ”Deadlock” 
 

UH364 Raiser Adapter 2 cm ”Puck”  
 

UHBHU44 Ballhead Arca Style 20 kg   



LOKE - Arca/Picatinny adapter 
The ”Loke” adapter can be used on both Arca- and Picatinny rails .     
It has a Atlas footprint that makes it fit most Atlas bipods directly,  
making these fit on you Arca rail. We have also made an adapter for 
Harris or similar bipods using QR studs, an adapter with spigot for  
VersaPod/RPS and similar bipods and an adapter with Picatinny rail  
for all the other bipods out there. We even have an adapter so you  
can use Loke on your tripod. One Loke - Many applications!  
 

UH365 Loke Arca/Picatinny Adapter 
UH366 RPS/VersaPod Adapter for Loke 
UH367 Tripod Adapter for Loke 
UH368 Picatinny Adapter for Loke 
UH369 Harris Adapter for Loke 
UH370 Bag Support Platform for Loke 
 
 
 

Rifle upgrades & accessories 
All our rifle upgrades and accessories are made in Norway. We use 
7075 hard anodized aluminum for the best quality.  
 
UH355 Sidemounted Bubble Level Picatinny with D.O.P.E card holder 
2 white note-cards incl. Now with QR card holder! 
 
UH356 Spuhr Mount for Sidemounted Bubble Level 
Mount your Sidemounted Bubble Level directly to your Spuhr®. 
 
 
 
Our Universal Arca Rail GenII are only 7 mm thick and comes with 
screws included for wood, composite, UIT and M-LOK. 
 
UH360 Universal Arca Rail Gen II 25 cm  
UH360-3 Universal Arca Rail Gen II 5 cm  
 
 
 
UH350 Universal Buttplate Quick Adjustable 
Push the side button to adjust up or down. Release the wheel to tilt 
from side to side. Can be adapted to almost any riflesystem. 300 grams 
 
 
 
 
 
UH357 Universal Boltknob M6 
 





Belt and pouches 
Our Utility Molle-Rig is designed so you can easy access  
your necessities while being comfortable to carry. High in 
the back for best possible back support. Can also be rigged 
with suspenders. Extra metal loops under for attaching gear 
through carabiners or similar. Comes with a tactical belt   
designed to attach carabiner in front for sling support when 
shooting from tripods, barricades etc.  
 

UH222-S/M Utility Molle-Rig 80 cm 
UH222-L/XL Utility Molle-Rig 100 cm 
UH222-XXL Utility Molle-Rig 120 cm 
 
 
 
 
UH145 Belt 
130 cm spare belt for UH222. 50 mm wide. 
 
 
 
UH220 Cobra Belt 
120 cm belt with Cobra buckle with D-ring. 38 mm wide. 
 
 
 
 
Our newest innovation is this Gun Belt, designed to be     
carried outside coat or jacket. Heavy sticky rubber matierial 
secures the friction so the belt stay in place. Stiff inner-belt 
with friction and padding. Outher belt is equiped with a 
heavy duty polymer Cobra buckle, and can be used on 
pants. 
 

Molle web compatible. Comes with extra loops to hang    
extra gear in the belt.  
 

UH223-S/M Gun Belt 80-105 cm 
UH223-L/XL Gun Belt 100-125 cm 



 

UH212 Universal Magazine Pocket - up to 2 magazines 
 
 
 
 
 

UH213 Universal Magnet Magazine Carrier 
 
 
 
 
 
UH205 Empty Shell Bag 
 
 
 
 
 
UH127 Windmeter Pocket 
 
 
 
 
 
UH126 Silencer Pocket (Kevlar® inside as heat protection) 

 
 
 
 
 
UH125 First Aid Pocket 15x20x4 cm (Empty, no kit inside) 
Smart pocket with many rooms. Strap function makes it stop 
at 90 degrees when opening. 
 
 
 
 
 
UH822 Aluminium Carabiner 7 kN 
 
 
 
 
 
UH122 Small Molle Pocket 10x15x7 cm 
UH123 Medium Molle Pocket 15x20x7 cm 
UH124 Large Molle Pocket 20x30x10 cm 







Support pillows and -bags 
All our supportbags and -pillows are made in Norway with only the  
best materials available. We understand these bags get a hard use  
on many rough surfaces.  All bags and pillow, except ”Squeezy” are  
therefor made with the thoughest 1000D Cordura®!  
 

We design our supportbags and –pillows for the best support and  
stability possible, on all kind of surfaces, eiter it is a fence, railing 
or a branch. All of them have opening so you can adjust the filling  
according to your needs. Some also have a heavy rubber protection  
(Top-Grip®) for extra protection from surface or rails on our rifle. 
(Cordura®, UH-Web YKK®, G.S.I) 
 
UH200 Multipurpose Support Pillow 2550 grams (Plastic pellets) 

Suitable for PRS shooting or similar when shooting from barricades or similar obstacles. Top-Grip®  
 

UH200LW Multipurpose Support Pillow 320 grams (Styrofoam) 

Suitable for hunters or other professional users where low weight is important. Designet for  
shooting from barricades or similar obstacles. Top-Grip®. 
 

UH201-MK2 Support Pillow ”Hulder” 3650 grams (Sand) 

Waxed sticky Cordura® for better contact and grip to both surface  
and rifle!  
Suitable for PRS shooting or similar when shooting from barricades or similar obstacles 
 

UH201-XL-MK2 Support Pillow ”Hulder XL” 5350 grams (Sand) 

Same as above, but bigger. 
 

UH103 ”Cookie Dough” 8x18x22 cm 1500 grams (plastic pellets) 

Suitable as a front support when shooting from uneven surface. It also works well as a rear bag.  
This is our most versatile pillow! 
 

UH104-MK2 ”Mini Cookie Dough” 4x12x16 cm 2750 grams (Sand) 

Suitable as a front support when shooting from uneven surface. It also works well as a rear bag 

 
UH362 Arca Platform incl Pillow 3550 grams (Sand) 

Suitable as a front support when shooting from uneven surfaces or barricades and similar 

 
UH105 ”Squeezy” Rear Bag 7,5x10 cm 400 grams (Plastic pellets) 

Rearbag that expands when squeezing it for easy adjustment of the vertical point of aim  

 
UH106 ”P-Bag” 5x12x15 cm 200 grams (plastic pellets) 

Flexible rear bag  

 
UH101 ”Brick” Rear Bag 7,5x10x12,5 cm 850 grams (Plastic pellets) 

Rearbag. No sides are the same and you can adjust height by which way you choose to place it. Top-Grip®. 
A very steady rear support! 

 
UH204 ”Big Boy” Large Support Pillow 30x22x18 cm 650 grams (Styrofoam) 

 
 
UH203 ”Angle” Support Pillow 25x20x15 cm 400 grams, Top-Grip®(Styrofoam) 
 
 
UH202 ”Fat Boy” Large Support Pillow 35x25x20 cm 1200 grams, Top-Grip®.  
(Styrofoam) 

 



ULFHEDNAR and the sport 
 

The longrange community is one of the fastest growing branches of our sport.  
The emergence of long-range shooting sports in recent years makes it  

increasingly clear that this sport appeals to many of us. We have always had  
a solid leg planted in the shooting sport. As an active sports shooter for more  

than 3 decades, I have seen that the practice of the sport gives a great advantage  
in the further development of our products. A development that also benefits  

hunters and professional users. 
 

Kurt Eirik Bekkevold 
Founder 

 





Jacket and accessories 
 

UH050 Shooting Jacket LR w/hood 
Our LR shooting jacket is soft and gives the shooter great movability, 
at the same time it gives support when shooting from most shooting  
positions. Big zippers to open up armpits and elbow pits for even 
more movability. Adjustable straps in front instead of zipper or  
buttons give a good range of adjustment to fit  most body sizes.  
 

Fits both right and left handed shooters. Rubber padding in both 
shoulders and movable shoulder hook (for sling shooting) that        
connects on either side. Velcro on lower arms for stopwatch, notes 
etc… Top-Grip® friction rubber on elbows. Sizes from S - XXL. 
Perfect for all kind of competition shooting as well as hunting  
or professional use (Cordura®, UH-Web YKK®, Top-Grip®, G.S.I) 

 
UH300 Adjustable Shoulder hook for gunsling, complete set 
Same as on our LR jacket and can be mounted on your favorite jacket. 
 
UH821 Plastic Carabiner 
8,5 cm long carabiner to carry light weight objects 
 
UH410 Ulfhednar ”T”-loops - 6 pcs 
Spare Loops or upgrade to the rest of your gear? 
 
 
 
UH900 Electronic Ear Protection, gel pads 
Slim earmuffs for shooting sports. Super comfortable headband.  
Gel pads provide a solid cheek weld, even when using glasses. 21-25 
db noise reduction. Can be connected to radio, mobilephone or  
similar devices through AUX (AUX wire is incl).  
The earmuffs are powered by two AAA batteries (not incl). 
 
UH910 Gel Pads for Hearing Protection UH900 and Howard Leight 
 
 
 
UH920 Personal Shot Timer 
3 in 1 Shot Timer for PRS, IPSC, 3GUN, training etc… A variety of  
functions. Adjustable signal volum. Works also with silencer. Simple 
user interface. Illuminated buttons and display. IP4 waterproof.  
Comes with a belt clip, molle pocket and a charging cable.  
 
UH640 Timer with wristband 
Counts up and down. Easy to use. Timer can be detached from the 
wristband and connects to any Velcro surface. 
 
UH922 Thumb Timer and Mount 
For mounting on rifle. Follow your time used without delays! 
 



Ammo administration 
 

Extra Bullet Holders 
Our Extra Bullet Holders are made with self adhesive Velcro to 
mount on your rifle for easy access. (UH-Web G.S.I) 
 

UH215 Extra Bullet Holder 2 rds 
UH216 Extra Bullet Holder 3 rds 
 
 
Portable Cartridge Holders  
Our Portable Cartridge Holders are made in two parts of 10 rd each 
with Velcro to mount together. (UH-Web G.S.I) 
 

UH112 Portable Cartridge Holder 20 rds >.30 
UH113 Portable Cartridge Holder 20 rds <.30 
 
 
UH110 Ammunition Folder 40 rds 
Folder/book for your ammunition. Holders for 40 rds <.30.  
All holders are connected with Velcro and can be used as ”Portable 
Cartridge Holders” like UH113. Pocket on outside for D.O.P.E or    
similar data. Can be set up as a display. (Cordura®, YKK®, UH-Web G.S.I) 
 
 
UH114 Ammunition Roll 60 rds 
Soft padded Ammunition Roll. Take care of your ammo during trans-
portation, save space! Easy formable to fit all your pockets. (Cordura®, 

UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
UH128 Notepad for arm 
Handy Notepad for arm, connects with adjustable straps.  
Keep control of your data! Clear plastic pockets/windows inside. 
”Whiteboard” on outside. Whiteboard marker is not incl. (UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 
MilTool  
With the Miltool you can you use your Mil-scope reticle to estimate 
the range, find your scope adjustments and wind corrections.  
Quickly, under any weather condition and without batteries.  
15x8 cm. 
 

Besides being a practical Mil-tool it is also a complete ballistics      
solver and milliradian slide-rule. A very practical analog tool! 
 

UH660 MilTool  
UH661 25 pcs MilTool and a counter display 



Shooting Sling 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
UH303 Shooting Sling, non-elastic web 
Is sling shooting a forgotten art? We believe it is an important 
basic skill. But to master any skill you do need the right tools! 
Our shooting sling is designed to shoot and take recoil the same 
way as if you shoot with a bipod. This is to make sure the POI 
don’t change when switching between the various aids. The 
sling is easily tightened and loosened using a QR spring loaded 
cam buckle. When done using the sling it removes from arm in 
only a fraction of a second with a snap buckle. 
  

Did you know that a rifle mounted sling also can give good 
support of the rifle and the shooter when used shooting from 
a tripod, barricade or similar?  See more on this and get other 
helpful tips from our videos on our YouTube-channel! 
 
 
 
UH320 Heavy Duty QD Swivel 1,25” - 2 pcs 
UH321 Heavy Duty QD Swivel 1,5” - 2 pcs 
UH323 QR Swivel 1” - 2 pcs 
UH322 QR Swivel 1,25”/1,5” - 2 pcs 
 
 



Hunter  
We are happy to introduce our -HUNTER– line. We have used our 
years of experience as hunters in the making of these products, but 
also taking advantage of our knowledge about making great tactical 
gear. We believe that this cross inspiration will result in products  
that will differ signifcantly from other available products in the    
market. All comes in bright orange signal color for increased visibility. 
 
 
UH545 Rifle Raincover (220 grams) 
Protects your rifle against the elements when posting. Fits rifles up to 
120 cm. Comes with a small compact pouch. (UH-Tex YKK, G.S.I) 

 
 

UH515 Shooting Sling (100 grams) 
Using years of experience shooting with sling, we designed this light 
weight and compact Hunter Shooting Sling. Comes with a cam-buckle 
to fast adjust angle on holding arm. (UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 

UH510 Rifle Carrying System (250 grams) 
Send your shot in seconds, but move around the terrain hands-free! 
Either you hunt with dog on a leach, or your hunting terrain is wild 
and impassable, then you know the true value of being able to have 
both hands free. In just a matter of seconds you can release yourself 
from the carrying system and be ready to fire. You may use the 
shoulder sling in a traditional way too. The sling has sticky rubber on 
the inside to keep it from sliding off the shoulder. (UH-Web UH-Tex G.S.I) 

 

UH530 Shooting Mat (1250 grams) 
Compact mat for hunting, 180x95 cm when unfolded. 6 re-inforced 
holes to plug the mat to the ground if windy conditions. See the mat 
unfolded on picture on next page. (Cordura®, UH-Tex UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 

UH535 Sitting Mat (180 grams) 
Compact sitting mat for hunting or other outdoor activities, 40x34 cm 
when unfolded. (Cordura®, UH-Tex UH-Web  

 
 

UH550 Rear Bag (390 grams) 
Light weight rear bag for hunting, only 390 grams. Comes with a  
plastic carabiner. (UH-Tex UH-Web  

 
 

UH540 Guncover (830 grams) 
This guncover is made according to the same strict quality demands 
as all our other bags, mats and guncovers. No plastic buckles!       
Comes with a hood to give extra protection against the elements.  
Can hold a rifle up to 120 cm. (UH-Tex UH-Web G.S.I) 

 
 





Teamwear 
 

UH906 Match Jersey (S - XXL) 
Reinforced elbows, protective hood, velcro on the upper arms for  
personal labels. Light, airy UV-resistant fabric. Stylish motif of a 
Ulfhednar warrior gone rouge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UH903 Cotton T-shirt (S - XXL) 
Warm cotton. High quality. Stylish motif of a Ulfhednar warrior gone 
rouge. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UH960 Patch Ø8 cm 
Rubber patch with hook and loop on the back. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

UH970 Pin 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UH043 Personal Hygiene Bag «Fara» 
Organizes your toiletries when out travelling. Many small and smart 
compartments inside for whatever… Comes with molle-web, just in 
case. (Cordura®, UH-Web G.S.I) 
 
 
 
 
UH980 Gunsmith Apron «Skjold» (one size) 
Protects your clothes against oil and dirt when handling your guns. 
Many handy pockets for pens, tools and parts.  
(Cordura®, UH-Web G.S.I) 

Patch Norwegian Flag 
6 x 4 cm. Velcro back. 
 

UH950 Patch Norwegian Flag Color 
UH951 Pach Norwegian Flag Tan 



Look us up and follow us on social media! 
”Ulfhednar Shooting” 

Miragecover Silencer Mk III 
 

We hereby introduce the new Miragecover for Silencer MK3,  
a new and improved model. The big visible change compared to  
Mk1 is that the cord, for tightening the cover to the silencer,  
has been removed and replaced with straps. But the big changes from 
Mk2 is inside… Kevlar® is replaced with a new special insulating glass-
fiber fabric. The miragecover can now withstand heat up to 600° C!!   
 

It is covered with Cordura® and has a soft feel to it. It muffle sound 
when hitting branches in the woods during  the hunt or similar, it     
reduces heat signature (important for tactical users), while it at the 
same time covers for heat and mirage in line of sight when shooting.   
 

It is universal, covers up to Ø60 mm diameter and is available in  
various lengths. (Cordura®, UH-Web  
 

UH140-MK3 Miragecover Silencer Std (230 mm) 
UH141-MK3 Miragecover Silencer Short (150 mm) 
UH142-MK3 Miragecover Silencer Long (280 mm) 



Distributor: 

”A hungry wolf is bound to wage a hard battle…” 

©ULFHEDNAR2024 


